Newmar dutch star wiring diagram

By Supersailor , April 11, in Type A motorhomes. We are on our first long term mooch docking
adventure. We are on battery power. We would like to be able to have the generator Auto Start
as required, but it does not happen. Now for the details. We are in a Newmar Dutch Star I have
been working with Xantrex technical support and we have determined that the wiring is correct.
We went to the inverter itself and tested the wiring circuit to the generator start switch. No
surprise, it did not work. The tech determined that either the inline fuse s are bad or the switch
is. It is probably not the switch since the generator will start from the inside dash switch. So the
hunt for the fuse s has begun. The tech at Xantrex rightfully could not tell me where the fuses
are located. I then called Newmar customer service and talked to several very helpful techs.
They tried to research the location of the fuses with the available wiring diagrams they could
find for and surrounding years. Unfortunately, they said that in the "old days" Newmar did not
do as good as they do today with documentation. They have been unable to help me locate the
fuse s. Not sure what manuals you have, but this link is for the remote start software, start and
trouble shooting for auto start system. The system may need to be reprogrammed. This
information is in a different manual. Have you looked to see if the Generator is wire to the
inverter? I had a similar issue with the 7 way plug for trailer lights on my Newmar Mountain Aire
The diagram said there was a fuse, but we could not find the location. I ended up hiring a auto
repair guy who said he specialized in electronics. It took him 3 hours to find the fuse was right
on the top of the house batteries. It was a burned out in line fuse that was right on top of the
House batteries. Strange place for it so I never looked there. They sent me all the wiring
blueprints and they are just cartoons. This is on page 8. Who knows where it realey is but I
would start looking near the batteries. You will be able to leave a comment after signing in. Type
A motorhomes Search In. Auto Gen Start does not work By Supersailor , April 11, in Type A
motorhomes xantrex newmar dutch star newmar automatic generator start auto gen set ags.
Recommended Posts. Report post. Posted April 11, Share this post Link to post Share on other
sites. There are fuses in the start circuit, but you mentioned that it starts manually. Has the auto
start ever worked? Welcome to the Forum also and welcome home Shipmate. Posted April 13,
Please sign in to comment You will be able to leave a comment after signing in Sign In Now. Go
To Topic Listing. Sign In. I have spent the better part of a week off and on dealing with
diagnostics to determine what happened to our kitchen slide on our Newmar Northern Star.
After leaving Tucson and arriving in Lordsburg, NM for a bomb cyclone layover our kitchen
slide would not deploy. Before we went full time we had a similar problem but the slide would
not come in. I learned a lot about the operation of the slides on our coach and I also learned that
diagnosis and repair which was done professionally is expensive. This time I decided that I
knew enough about the slide out system to tackle the diagnosis and repair myself. I tackled the
project methodically by first searching for the problem on the internet. This is what I used for
my diagnosis. So, I tested as follows:. The rear locking arm required a lot of work just to see if it
was deployed or retracted. I had to access this one from one of our upper kitchen cabinets near
the back of the cabinet. It was really tough to get the screws out of the inspection plate so I
could see the mechanism. I had to understand what I was looking at and how it works, I found
the following YouTube Video that shows the lock actuated and working in both locking and
unlocking modes. Watching the video showed me that when the locking arm is unlocked or
retracted the threaded rod would be fully extended meaning that both fore and aft locks on my
RV were in the unlocked position. Knowing this tells me that the portion of the controller that
controls the fore and aft locks works fine. Next up was to determine if the slide out motor is
good. Once again YouTube helped me to determine this. I found the following video that shows
how to extend or retract the slide out by bypassing the control board using jumper wires. If this
works it will tell me that that the motor is good, if not the motor is bad. When viewing the
following video skip forward to to see the motor jumper positions and what they do. At this
point I was able to apply this technique to determine that the room both extends and retracts.
So in this case, the slide out motor is good. Which may indicate the the portion of the controller
that move the room in and out MAY be defective. So, what else could be wrong? The control
board also relies on input from the ignition key position, meaning that if the key is in the on
position motor running or not the controller assumes you are trying to move the coach with the
slides extended and will not allow you to move the coach. There are also supposed to be
magnetic position sensors located on the room. The slide is supposed to have two pairs of
these sensors. Two on the coach body, and two on the slide. When the coach sensor contacts
the slide sensor, a signal is sent to the control board telling the motor that the slide is fully
closed and to shut off. Our slide outs are supposed have them but I have yet to find them. One
person indicated that they are inside the locking mechanisms themselves. I will have to remove
one of the slide locks to visually verify this. If they are indeed inside the locking device then
they may be defective or not adjusted properly. This to will have to be verified. Gary, our

problem turned out to be loose slide out motor issues. Thanks for the comment. Like Like. We
have had this problem on several of our slides our dealer finds a bad controllers a work around
they showed me is disconnect the motor wires and use a jump start or battery plus to one
ground to other if it dont go the direction you need it to go switch the wires that makes it go the
other direction. Just be sure when it extends or retracts fully to disconnect the wires right away.
Has worked on our Ventana several times. You must be logged in to post a comment. March 17,
March 21, Wandering Toes. Boring technical diagnosis stuff follows. So, I tested as follows:
Test â€” for the correct incoming voltage for the control board. I had Check â€” Insure the slide
out wall locking arms are in the released position. This was quite a task as one was visible the
forward lock and I could see that it was retracted and not holding the room in. But the aft or
rearward lock was not visible because it was hidden by our refrigerator wall. Forward room
locking arm The rear locking arm required a lot of work just to see if it was deployed or
retracted. It was really tough to get the screws out of the inspection plate so I could see the
mechanism The threaded rod actuates the locking arm. Like us and share our Blog Facebook
Twitter. Like this: Like Loading Outdoor Adventures Fitness Welcome to a blog about our
outdoor experiences. Always Backroads In a different light: my view of the world. Economic
Reforms for Real People. Adventure Travel Nepal Nepal tour operator and trekking agent.
Wandering with the Wyants On the road with Mike and Theresa. Burke Virtual Assistant Agency.
The Good Vibes Only Roadshow. Ferland Retirement Adventures. The Wandering Gants living
the journey Add your thoughts here Through the use of an inverter, which converts volts DC
into volts AC, they also power the coffee maker, TVs, microwave oven and other household
appliances. Like the rest of our equipment, we take good care of our batteries. But after 6 years
of service, we were ready for a new set. We decided to replace the house and chassis batteries
at the same time and thoroughly clean and paint the battery tray, too. Since we completed the
job in the Phoenix area where golf carts are everywhere and there was still some life left in all of
our old batteries, we posted them for sale on Craigslist. They were gone in under an hour. This
site uses Akismet to reduce spam. Learn how your comment data is processed. Hi guys, thanks
for all the information and advice you are providing. I own a Thor Palazzo What can I do to fix
this so I can start the rig and take to a shope. Thank you for any advice you can give me. Hi
Habib! That saidâ€¦ you have 2 options for getting things working so you can get the RV into the
shop:. How do I know what type of battery to use for chassis starting battery? Or what?? I have
been driving it for 5yrs and parked it a year ago and need a new battery now. Hi Mama Moonlit.
Or you could try calling a local Ford dealer to see if they can tell you what specs your battery is.
Hi RVgeeks, I have a problem with the house battery setup on my Bounder 35k. Hey Ronald.
Sorry to hear about this. But the REST of the wires are where things may get a bit more tricky.
BUT and you knew one was coming, right???? Well, woke up to dead house batteries so time to
replace. Fortunately, I remembered this video, so I took a bunch of pictures and numbered
everything before I tore them outâ€¦ thank goodness for that. So, I cleaned and painted the
battery compartment and replaced the problematic house solenoid switch followed same
procedure numbering and photos. Worked like a charm! Thanks again for the videos and
inspiration. Uggghhhâ€¦ sorry to hear about that, Mark. Glad our video was helpful and that you
got the project done without incidentâ€¦ but sorry if our OCD rubbed off on you and made the
project longer! I have put agm in as house batteries. Do I also need to put an agm as the motor
battery? Ford v THOR windsport. Hi Steve! If not, simply follow the instructions from the AGM
battery manufacturer. Just wanted to thank you guysâ€¦.. I was able to replace my chassis
batteries with success. Numbering the cables was key to the success. Great video. That is so
great, Ryke! Thanks for letting us know we were helpful. How does one find out why your house
battery goes dead even if you think everything is off and even the engine battery is
disconnected? Hi Pete! Unfortunately, the single most damaging thing that can happen to the
house batteries is to go completely dead. And each time it happens, it damages them further,
continuing to shorten their lifespan. Then make sure you always remove the ground leads
before storing. The other even better, but not always available option would be to keep the rig
plugged in to shore power to keep the batteries trickle charged while in storage. Winter
conditions may also contribute to the problem. The colder it is where you are, the more robust
the batteries need to be to make it through periods of storage. Hope this helps a bit. Great help
on replacing RV batteries. Replaced all 6 batteries in our RV and did some cleanup of the
battery area and preventive maintenance while in there. Your video was a great help to me
getting the job done right the first time. Hope to see you guys on the road sometime. Bill
Bircher. Thanks so much for taking the time to let us know. We have a Class C View, 24J, and
would like to replace the stock 12v batteries with four 6 volt batteries for boondocking. As these
are very heavy, just wondering where we would place these? The two 12v batteries are under
the door step, so we would have to completely relocate the battery bank. Of course we have

plenty of storage compartments on either side of the coach, but curious as to if the storage
flooring would support four heavy batteries? Then, of course, wiring? Good question.
Especially since the arrangement and placement would be different on every RV. You could
probably get away with replacing the two 12V batteries with two 6V where they are and wiring
them in series to equal one 12V battery. Then put another pair of 6V units as close nearby as
you can, again wired in series to equal 12 volts. Then just wire the two sets in parallel and you
should be good to go. One thing about any consideration of moving them to a new locationâ€¦. I
have an extremely knowledgeable electrician who has checked as much as possible but he is
not able to identify the problem; 5. David wants to know if anyone knows what the purple wire
out of the electrical control bin, possibly that might assist in the identification the problem. A
great product. Any suggestions would be appreciated. Ken Whent. Our first suspicion is that
this involves the bi-directional relay delay BIRD. If it would help your electrician to see the
wiring diagram that includes our bi-directional relay delay and battery shut off, we just uploaded
it to our server, which you can access here. As usual, I really enjoyed the video on the batteries.
You have the most professional voice for videos I have ever heard. I also have a Newmar Dutch
Star and recognized the battery diagram on the front of the tray. I had to replace my batteries
about 3 years ago due to low electrolyte levels from the charging system over time. I might
mention that when I had the batteries all out I checked the roller bearings on the battery tray.
Lubed where needed as I wanted the tray to slide smoothly and now was the time to check as
there is a lot of weight on those bearings. I would be curious about your procedure on keeping
the batteries charged! It was suppose to decrease to a trickle charge when the batteries were
fully charged. However I did not check water level during storage about 6 months and the
batteries were almost empty of fluid which damaged them. Since then I have turned the charger
on and off to prevent this from happening again and installed a filling system on the batteries.
Any other suggestions would be appreciated. Hi Rod. Thank you for the nice comment. Sorry to
hear you had a problem with your batteries. The most important thing to do with batteries is to
keep them clean, charged and watered properly. We suggest checking the water level at least
once a month and keeping them fully charged. A three-stage charger is the best for maintaining
them, so you should be in good shape there. I did not see a link or name for the video in your
reply. Sorry for the delay, Rod. Thank your RV guys for all of your videos. I was full time 5 years
12 years ago and am getting ready to go again. It is hard to believe how much i have forgotten
over the years. You videos are great for refreshing my memory. I am considering the AGM
batteries that you purchased. Is there any truth to that? Hi Mike! Thanks for the nice comment.
The system should not need to be modified, but there are settings that should be changed on
your charge controller. It needs to be switched from flooded cell to AGM, which will assure that
your system uses the optimal voltage for each charging stage. Hope this helps, and hope you
have a wonderful re-launch into full-time life! Your videos are always so helpful. Thanks so
much! You guys are great! Love your how to videos. Most frustrating. I had to post my previous
comment twice before it took it. Two different browsers, Chrome and Safari, both giving me
issues here. Batteries are heavy, over 60 pounds each, and in some coaches, like mine, in an
awkward position. If you have any doubts, or physical limitations that would preclude safely
lifting and placing the batteries, leave it to a professional. We just had the same problem trying
to reply to you after everything was fine up until yesterday and had to reply via the admin panel.
Thanks for pointing out the weight of the batteries. A fair degree of physical strength is indeed
required for this job, especially if the batteries are hard to access. We take for granted that
people know that batteries are heavy, but we should have mentioned it anyway. Thanks for
doing that. Whenever removing ANY battery from ANY vehicle, always remove the negative lead
first and replace it last, as mentioned in the video. This is done to prevent the exact danger you
mentioned. If the negative lead were still connected while loosening or tightening a positive
terminal, touching the frame of the vehicle with the wrench would complete the circuit and
cause a spark. Once the negative cable is removed, the circuit will not complete due to having
already separated the battery ground from the chassis, so no spark. This should be standard
operating procedure in all vehicles when removing or installing any battery. I also installed two
very expensive Lifeline AGM coach batteries about a year ago; for me, easily worth the cost.
They can easily handle much higher charge rates than lead-acid batteries; up to 55 amps for me.
Much faster charging when boondocking. No need for a trickle charger. I can store all winter in a
storage lot DC disconnected and startup in the Spring with no problem. Thanks for adding to
the conversation, Terry! Very good info as usual! I took this a small step further last year and
numbered the sides of each battery with a sharpie. I then affixed permanent labels to each
battery cable, marking them just as you did in the video. I now have the proper cable routing
permanently marked for future use. It makes topping off lead acid batteries a breeze, and
virtually eliminates acid corrosion issues. Thanks again for the videoâ€¦. I was hoping to win the

little compressor this month, darn it! Thanks for the great suggestions about permanently
marking the batteries and cables and the Pro-Fill system Craig. You also made great point that
we forgot to mentionâ€¦ one of the best justifications for the added cost of AGM batteries is
boondocking frequency. The more you camp off the grid, the more worthwhile the investment.
Hi Guys. Another video of helpful info. I store my taped up box end-wrench with my batteries so
I can check post nuts when I check and service the batteries. That helped us swallow a little less
hard when the credit card bill came! Another great video, thank you. Most shops want you to
take in your old batteries and will give you a discount against the price of the new ones. Hope
you had a Merry Christmas an all the best for the New Year. Thank you for another informative
video. Since replacing the lead acid batteries with AGM do you have any performance data
which would help in the decision to make the change to AGM? Do they recover faster when
recharged by your solar panels? Merry Christmas! With AGMs, we do absolutely nothing. They
simply work, no rust, no corrosion, no mess. But each of us has to decide where we want to put
our funds, and this choice improved our quality of life by allowing us to completely forget about
the batteries, vs tending to them all the time. Good information, thanks. What battery part
number did you use for the chassis battery? Thanks in advance. Our original house batteries
were Interstate model U The original chassis batteries were made by Douglas, but the only
reason we even remember that is we can see that in the video. The physical size is of course
important so that the replacement will fit in the same space, but you also want to match the CCA
rating, which will ensure that the new battery will have the right amount of cranking power to
start your engine. Hope this helps! Subscribe On YouTube! Looking to find our personal
choices for great RVing gear? Check out our:. Amazon Store. If you want to stay in touch while
you travel whether for personal or work reasons , then you should consider a WeBoost booster
for your RV, too. Get 15 months of membership for the cost of 12 when you sign up today!
Boondockers Welcome is like having friends and family everywhere! Related Posts. We're
handy RVers, not professional technicians. We're happy with the techniques and products we
use, but be sure to confirm that all methods and materials you use are compatible with your
equipment and abilities. Regardless of what we recommend, consult a professional if you're
unsure about working on your RV. Any task you perform or product you purchase based on any
information we provide is strictly at your own risk. We sometimes receive products for
evaluation at no cost, and The RVgeeks are a participant in the Amazon Services LLC
Associates Program, an affiliate advertising program designed to provide a means for us to
earn fees by linking to Amazon. Connect with D. Notify of. Newest Oldest. Inline Feedbacks.
That switch should trigger a relay that connects your house and chassis batterie
honda civic 2007 coupe interior
polaris rzr history
tsb 07 024
s togetherâ€¦ and is designed to let you use your house batteries to start the engine in an
emergency like when the chassis battery has gone dead. So if your house batteries are charged,
that should work to allow you to start up the coach so you can get it into the shop. You could
put a standard battery charger on the chassis batteries to see if you can get them charged up
enough that you can start the engine. Hopefully one of those two options will get you going so
you can get this problem fixed! Ronald Disbrow. Ryke Edwards. Pete Almasi. Tim A. Hi Tim,
Good question. Best of luck and please let us know how you make out. Thanks again. Terry Lee.
As for the Lifeline batteries, dam they are expensiveâ€¦ best holidays, mike in san jose. Thanks
for the tip. Load More Comments. Search Search for:. RV Shower Getting Cold? Check out our:
Amazon Store. Stay With Friends Boondockers Welcome is like having friends and family
everywhere! Share on:. Copy link. Copy Copied. Powered by Social Snap.

